The retinal clock drives the expression of Kcnv2, a channel essential for visual function and cone survival.
The gene Kcnv2 codes for the voltage-gated potassium channel subunit Kv8.2, which can coassemble with Kv2.1 subfamily members to constitute functional voltage-gated potassium channels. Mutations in the Kcnv2 gene result in a retinal disorder designated "cone dystrophy with supernormal rod response (CDSRR)," revealing that Kcnv2 is essential for visual processing and cone survival. The aim of this study was to determine whether expression of Kcnv2 and Kv2.1 is under circadian regulation and may thus contribute to the clock-driven adjustment of photoreceptor function. Expression of the genes was recorded in preparations of the whole retina and microdissected retinal neurons by using quantitative polymerase chain reaction and Western blot. The transcript levels of Kcnv2 and Kv2.1 in preparations of whole retina and photoreceptor cells were found to display daily rhythms, with elevated values during the night. For Kcnv2 this rhythm was shown to evoke a corresponding rhythm in Kv8.2, the protein product of this gene. The daily changes in retinal Kcnv2 and Kv2.1 mRNA levels persisted under constant darkness and are therefore driven by the endogenous retinal clock system, which itself is entrained by light. The present data provide evidence that the transcriptional regulation of Kcnv2 and Kv2.1 is a way through which the retinal clock system drives the functional adaptation of visual function to the marked daily changes in environmental lighting conditions.